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The Champion edition of Street Fighter V includes 4 special Wallpapers for your desktop or
laptop. These Wallpapers are added to the "Wallpaper Gallery" of the game and can be put
in any of the 2 default locations: Arcade: In the folder /wallpaper in the game's main file, it
will be called ":/wallpaper/Arcade/" Home: In the folder /wallpaper/home/ it will be called
":/wallpaper/home/default/" Street Fighter V - Champion Edition Wallpaper Gallery: - Added
Special Wallpapers. - Applies to the following files: - /wallpaper/home/ /wallpaper/home/default/ Settings & Controls - Added skip button to the crosshair to allow
for targeting from a distance. - Keyboard and controller commands have been updated. Fixed the layout of the Crosshair buttons on the Desktop mode screen and the Xbox One
Stereo-Mode picture. - The the auto-homing from a distance will autofire forward instead of
backwards - Added an option to remove the game logo on the title screen. - Added the fast
option to the customization menu. - Added the option to disable the Combo Counter in the
Combo Makers screen. - Added the option to enable the reset buttons on the lock menu. Added the option to select the lock size to be able to enter the lock from anywhere - Added
the option to control the volume of the title screen when the game is minimized. - Added
the ability to bind keypad and controller commands to Mute All, Mute SFV Characters, Mute
SSj Super Combo and Mute SFV Characters + Mute SSj Super Combo - In the pause menu
the Mute All command will now also mute the menu music. - Added the ability to change
the volume of the song during a music replay. - Added the option to skip or start the replays
without a song. - Added the option to control the volume of the SCV characters when in the
Replay selection screen. - Added the option to enable the use of the mouse wheel to modify
the Volume Slider. - In the Options list the Mute SFV Characters command has been moved
to the Controller Controls screen. - Fixed the option not to show the music score in the
options list. - The Volume Slider now uses the mouse wheel for both arrow keys and
command menu. - Fixed
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Chessie Chicken Features Key:
One of the best scary robots invaders games at the moment.
This port is optimized and takes advantage of powerful PS3 hardware.
You don't need to follow directions. Destroy all the sentries first.
Three main missions, each with its own lighnting-up.
Control the "Desert Shield" and the "Super Croc" weapons at different levels.
Level-changing puzzles.
Awards and recognition.
Works with and without a DualShock3 controller.
No internet requirements.
Multiple user and multiplayer modes.
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Have a look at the screens of the previous versions, most of the ones shown in this game can be
made available in the current one.
This is the version with :
New Features :
Improved controls and difficulty.
Allows you to move freely in and around the base without falling off the ground.
Allows you to freely jump in order to reach high platforms.
Allows you to rotate around the base by pressing "Y" on the controller.
New intro-sequence.
New control mechanic : You can press "ZL" to undock and dock the robot directly from/to
the laser tower.
New game mechanics :
Update the lasers to seek targets.
Weapons :
Neutralize a building and go up on its roof if possible.
Smash enemies.
Be creative and dirty.
General :
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